AIPTEK debuts the Apex Projector Series with the
stunning AV performance of the flagship P800
mini
Global Aiptek Corporation, the world-leading Pico projector
designer and manufacturer, will be launching its latest product
series and the flagship of its next generation smart Pico projectors –
P800 mini.
“P800 mini is our latest expression of visual spectacles that amaze
anytime, anywhere” said Frank Sheu, CEO, Global Aiptek
Corporation. “We’re proud of our efforts in producing P800 mini
with cutting edge technology and crafting a product that will
deliver a superior user experience for both our consumer and
business customers.”
Headlined with the top-embedded 5.2” inch high-resolution Full HD
touchscreen 64 bits Android 5.0 tablet, can playback 4K video, it is
powered by the Android operating system providing full APK
compatibility. Beneath the touchscreen, the enclosure of P800
mini features a sleek and seamless unibody with a stunning
anodized aluminum finish.
A unique quad directional 4 speakers arrangement, at 30 watts,
boasts professional acoustics combining powerful bass with clear
high and mid tones, creating a spectacular 360 degree listening
experience within any environment. Matched with a built-in MIC
and AUX port, it is ideal to conduct group teleconference
meetings, used as a PA system in any location or enjoy the Karaoke
time
With the DLP projector brightness rated at 800 lumens, P800 mini is
capable of creating stunning visuals at a native resolution of 1280 x
800 pixels (WXGA). Projected screen size can beam content up to
120 inches (305 cm) with bright, vivid, sharp and delivers precise
colour tones for cinema quality familiarity.
With dimensions of only 5.4 x 5.4 x 6.5 inches, weighing at 4.6
pounds, P800 mini conveniently fits into a briefcase, carry bag and
backpack for on the go portability. Paired with a hefty 20,800 mAH
battery with approximately 3 hours usage, P800 mini creates a
perfect visual and aural experience in any location whether the
living room, board room or the great outdoors.
P800 mini will be available after at the beginning of 2018 as special
edition include an additional modern carry bag at SRP 849€.

